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Abstract 

Observers were asked to compare pairs of natural materials in two ways: ratings of innate 

overall dissimilarity (A) and ratings of specific dissirnilarity according to each of six candidate 

attributes (A') (Ligliiness. Contrnst, Edgincss. Conrseness. Directionniity and Reguiar i~) .  Unlike 

some previous studies, we present the overail dissimilarity task first to avoid possible bias from 

knowledge of attributes. Multidimensional scalings of A ratings suggest a dimensionality of 

around four. Dimensionality is also low when the task is identifying materiais. It is particularly 

interesting that cross-validation and redundancy analyses show good agreement for A ratings 

across observers and texture sets. Al1 six k' attributes were significant in accounting for the A 

ratings, including texture Lightness, a factor not previously exarnined in the literature. The 

consistently best predictors were Conrseness and Regicinriry. Although there was a range where 

judgements were fairly constant. suftïciently distant viewing or dim lighting reduced 

dirnensionality and Liglrtness becarne the important attribute. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Visuai texture is the spatial distribution of refiectance that characterizes a material. 

Visual texture is an important Lue as to the physical propentes of the material. It has been 

suggestrd thiit inhrrent in the perception of texture is a process of cornparison. whether 

between two or more sirnultaneously presented stimuli or, between stimulus and rnemory 

representations (Hÿrvey & Grrvais. 1981). What can be said about how the visuai system 

that performs these comparative judsements? 

A preponderance of studies to date have emptoyed simpie anificirit textures as stimuli. 

One line of research has focusszd primarily on the analysis of simple texture patterns 

consisting of composites of sine-wave gratings. For example. Richards & Polit (1971) 

proposed that a small number of physiologicai spatial filters (types of receptive field) were 

sufficient in explaining the perception of noisy one-dimensional gratins textures. They had 

assumed the existence of independent spatial filters (Campbell & Robson. 1968) and aimed 

to determine their number and shripes. Borrowing the methods of colour matching (Maxwell. 

1855) for discovering the number of chromatic filters. Richards' laboratory demonstrated that 

a four-filter rnodel suf'ficed to explain observers' "texture matches". Following their lead. 
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Harvey & Gervais (1978, 1981) employed textures of the type used by Richards & Polit 

( 1974) and rxplored whsther similarities in the appearance of the samples were matched by 

concomitanr similaritirs in the activities of the four spatial filters. T s k s  included groupings. 

and püired or triadic comparisons of textures. k i n g  linear discriminant and multidimensional 

scding (MDS) analyses. it was found that the comparative judpments were largely 

predictablr by either the spatid frequency components of the textures or the responses of the 

four spatial filters. Others have examined the effects of differing spatid phase on the 

perceived similarity of simple one-dimensional compound gratings. Kahana & Bennett ( 1994) 

found that a two-channel mode1 of phase discrimination was useful in sxplaining their triadic 

comparisons of f+2f (fundamen ta1 and second harmonic) gratings. 

It may not be unexpected that the oufputs of spatial frequency and phase 

discrimination tllters are suçcessful at ssplriining the perceived similarities of simple synthetic 

textures thrit differ only in the chxacteristics of a relatively srnall number of component 

grütings. What of more complicatrd textures? Many studies have examined the perception 

of two-dimensional patterns consisting of simple. repeated elcments. Julesz ( 198 1 ) focussed 

on preattentive perception, using discrimination tasks with very short viewing times. and 

attcmpted to explain texture discrimination in terms of the statistics of local spatial features 

or "textons" such as terminators. corners and intersections. Texton-based cxplanations have 

been criticised for lacking general applicability, and models invoking lower-level rnechanisms 

have becn proposed. For example, simple size-tuned rnechanisms were suggested as 

undsrlying the discriminations of synthrtic textures consisting of "X" and "L" elements 



(Bergen & Adelson. 1958). Malik & Perona (1990) provide an instance of a more 

cornprehensive mode1 that employed spatial filters. motivated by phy siologic findings which 

included outputs of simple cells. local inhibitory mechanisms, and boundq  detection using 

odd-symmetric mrchanisms. Hallett & Hofmann ( 199 1 j studird the discriminarion of mesh- 

derived textures. and found that either Fourier (low-frequency harmonic amplitude) or specific 

spatial (hole size) characteristics of the stimuli contributed towards discriminability of figure 

tiom ground. Hofmann & Hallett (1993a. 1993b) rxplained rating cornpansons of three 

component sine-wüve textures with a panicularly economical corticai modrl. 

It is clsar that invoking rsrisonably simple descriptions of the stimuli and physiologic 

spatial filtsrs is useful in rxplaining the perception of simple patterns. The interest of this 

study. howsver. is in ducidilting what governs rapid innate judgements of the much more 

cornplex. natural textures that are encountrred in ecological conditions. It has yet to be 

firmly sstablished what attributes are used in judgemrnrs of natural textures. Are texture 

judgrments an essrntially objective procrss insensitive to observer idiosgncracirs. choice of 

texture. task or viewing condition? Colour science has fxed similar chdlrnges and has 

rnanaged to capture the regularities of colour processing in a three-dimensional colour spacr 

which is valid for al1 colours and al1 (i.e. trichromatic) observers ( r -g .  Gouras. 199 1: Boynton 

& Olsen. 1957: LTchikawri & Boynton. 1987). Although there have been several clriirns of 

similarity between texture perception and colour vision (Richards, L979: Rao Sr Lohse. 19961. 

it is far fiom clerir that this is more than a hoped for rinalogy. As of yet. no standard texture 

analogue to colour space hÿs been developed. and issues conceming the dimensionality and 
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axes of such a "texture space" have yet to be resolved. 

Texture perception could. in principle. involve a very high dimensionality in the light 

of some neurophysiological and psychophysical evidence. At each point of the striate cortex. 

there exists many different flavours of simple cells (e.g. 5 spatial frequency bands x 6 

orientations .u 4 phases = order 100-200 cells; eg., Sakitt & Bariow. 1982: Daugman. 1987: 

De Valois. Albrecht & Thorell, 1982; Field, 1987; Fleet & Jepson, 1959). A perceptual study 

by Richards ( 1979) posited the existence of six spatial frequency channels (for one- 

dimensional textures) and six orientation channels. and proposed that perceptually similu 

textures elicited similar responses in these channels. it would seem that very many channels 

are necessary to accurately characterize a small patch of texture. 

[t is quite possible. however, that not al1 the information canied by the initial high 

dimensional repressntrition is presemed in rripid innate judgements of natural textures. These 

judgenients may. insrsrid. be based on trmsformed and reduced versions of the lower-level 

representations. A number of studies have attempted using higher-order features to explain 

relativefy couse judgements of the similarities in the appearances of natural textures (ratings. 

groupings, etc.). In ritternpts to simulate ecological viewing conditions. these studies have 

employed a set of textures triken from the Brodatz ( i 966) photographic album of man-made 

and naturally occurring textures. What is interesting about these studies is that only a handful 

of features were proposed as candidate attributes, as opposed to the high number that obtains 

when enumerating the different types of channels or cells. These views imply not only that 
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higher-order feritures trre usefut in the judgernents of cornpiex textures. but that the nurnber 

of useful features is srnail. 

T m u r a  er al. ( 1978) studied paired cornparisons of textures according to six textural 

attributes ( i .r .  coarseness, contrast, directionality, line-likeness, regularity. roughness). The 

emphasis was placrd, however. on cnpitalizing on observers' judgements of textures 

according to these features in the interest of developing cornputational measures of the same 

features, and not on whether they were those actudly used in everyday untutored jud, aements 

of textures. Amadasun & King ( 1989) performed another study of the Brodatz textures with 

the same objective. using a similar set of features (coarseness. contrast. busynrss. complrxity 

and texture strength). Both studirs were only moderately successfui in their predictions of 

similririties between of textures using their conzprit~~tiorznl approximations of texturd 

attributes. 

Rao & Lohse ( 1993. 1996) recognized the need to investigate features chat are relevant 

to actual judgements of naturd textures. Comparing ratings of the Brodatz textures (1966) 

dong feature scales with the results of a sorting task in which no explicit criteria were 

spçcificd. the. round thüt these high-order judgements could be embodied by relatively low- 

dimensionai representations. For example. they proposed that three dimensions wrre 

important to texture perception. namely. "repetitive", "contrasi/directionÿI". and 

" C oranu1ür/coarse/low-complexity ". Müny of the findings are consistent with our independent 

study: however. there are two remüining issues to be resolved: the objectivity of texture 
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perception (intersubject and the homogeneity of the texture space. 

In the present study. we examine six aitributes as candidate descripton of texture 

space : Lighrness. Coït rrcrsr. Edginess. Coclrseness, Direc?ioncrli~ and Regrhric.  Texture 

"Liglztï-irss". a kature not previously used in the texture literature, seemed a fairly obvious 

choice as i t  has a physiçal correlate in mecin surfice reîiectance and should br of importance 

in comparisons of rnost monochrome texture pairs; rnost of Our other attributes have found 

prior use in the literature ( c g .  Tamura et cil.. 1978). Some rnight argue that Liglimrrs is not 

a textural attribute prr sr, but past perceptual studies of the Brodatz textures (1966) have 

neglected in excluding Liglimess as a "confounding" factor. either by manipulation of the 

stimuli or instruction to the observers. We have found that some of these candidate 

attributes. inchding Liglitness and. in particular, Coarserzess and Reguiarin. account for the 

oreriter part of the variance in rapid untutored or "gestaltu-type judgements of the overall 
C- 

dissimilarity of texture pairs. Both our regression and rnultidirnensional scriiing (MDS) 

analyses sug~cst  that despitc the rich rarly neural representation. the practical differentiation 

of textured materials is brised on a relatively low nurnber of dimensions. somewhrit larger 

than three and thrit Our six attributes rire usefuI directions in that space despite 

nonorthogonality and other cornplexities. Funher. using the techniques of cross-validation 

and redundrincy analysis. we îïnd that judgement of natural textures is an objective experience 

across observers. relatively insensitive to observer idiosyncracy, and that texture space is 

rehively hornogeneous. We also asked to what extent the objectivity of the judgements 

would generalize. Accessory experiments suggest that texture judgements access a common 
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representation. whether viewed under impovenshed viewing conditions, or when different 

types of judgements rire risked of the observers. 

There arr a number of features unique to our study: a) to avoid possible bias from 

knowiedge of attributes. we took the simple measure of fint requesting ratings of innate 

overall dissimilarity. which would avoid bias by the later task involving ratings of specific 

dissirnilariry riccording to each of the six candidate attributes; b) we examined Liglltnsss as 

a candidate attribute and found it to be a signifiant predictor of overail dissirnilarity; c)  we 

suggest the dirnensionality of around four. siightly higher than previous estimates. which mriy 

be due to our inclusion of Liglznirss cis an additionai candidate attribute; d) Our exp!icit 

treritment of intersubject variribility has demonstrzited good agreement between observers: e) 

wt- examined judgernents of textures under ri wide range of viewing conditions and with an 

identification trisk. 



Chapter 2 

Methods 

2.1 Stimulus Characteristics 

In selecting the stimuli, we endertvoured to satisfy a nurnber of criteria. Most 

importantly. to examine judgements of complex textures that are ecologically valid, stimuli 

were limited to prints of real textures. photographed at the correct rnagnification for vicwing 

at a m ' s  Icngth (Brodatz. 1966). Attempts were also made to maximize the number of 

srirnples. Iimited mostlp by concrrns of the duration of an experiment with too large a set of 

textures. The selection also attempted to capture some of the diversity of trxtured materiÿls - 

--the salience of attributes might easily vary with unbalanced selections of samples. It was 

apparent thlit the sst of textures from which our sample was selected (Brodatz. 1966) was 

onIy a smdl subset of al1 naturril ruid man-made textures. but they were considered to be 

sufficiently representativç to rnerit study, and also allowed cornparison to past studies that 

used samples from the same source. 

The stimulus set consisted of 60 texture sarnples cut from half-tone prints of man- 

8 
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made and naturally occurring materials (Brodütz. 1966: Table 2.1). For convenience. thrse 

will be referred to collectively as naturd textures. For ease of presentation and cornparisons 

of texcures to self. nonidentical samples of the textures with same Brodatz nurnbers were cut 

from another copy of the Brodatz book, for a total of 110 samples. The textures were 

divided into five sets of twelve patterns to avoid the prohibitive numbers of pairings that 

would result with such a lar_oe sarnple. Xlso. this division into subsets perrnitted a cross- 

validation between goups of textures (see Results 3.3). Viewing distance was 90 cm. E x h  

texture sample was 10 x 10 cm, subtended 6.4 deg of visual angle. and was rnounted on an 

LS x 18 cm piece of grey marte board with a reflecrance of 0.30. Pairs of textures were 

pressnted with the side borders adjacent to each other so that the angular subtense between 

the centres of the texture pairs was 1 1.4 deg. 

Lightinz was nonhtrn dayiighr supplemented by fluorescenr light. Rctinal illuminance 

by the grey borders of the textures (retlectancr 0.30) ranzed from 37.7 to 158.7 Td cor 

luminance of 19 to 50 cd/m2; mean 94.5 Td or 37.5 d m 2 :  SD 38.7 Td or 8.9 d m 2 :  the 

average pupil diameter was 7.5 mm) dur to variations of daylight (Trolands will br  used 

henctiforth). 

2.2 Procedure 

Twelve observers (6 male. 6 female) panicipated in the experiment. Al! observers hüd 

normal or corrected-ta-normal vision. Six observers hrid previous experience with texture 
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Stimulus Set 

Set 1 
09 grass Iawn 
020 French canvas 
022 reptile skin 
029 beach sand 
034 netting 

Set 4 
r 

D l  woven wire 
023 beach pebbfes 
024 calf leather 
D32 pressed cork 
062 European marble 
D65 oriental rattan 
D72 tree stump 
077 cotton canvas 
080 oriental straw cloth 
083 woven matting 
0 100 ice crystals 
D 1 O4 loose burlap 

Set 2 
02 fieldstone 
D5 expanded mica 
D l  1 woolen cloth 
D35 lizard skin 
049 straw screening 

052 oriental straw cloth 
D66 plastic pellets 
068 wood grain 
D87 sea fan 
093 fur 
098 crushed rose quartz 
D l  12 plastic bubbles 

Set 5 
06 woven wire 
D7 fieldstone 
D l 5  straw 
D l  9 woolen cloth 
D27 beach sand and pebbles 
037 water 
047 woven brass mesh 
074 coffee beans 
D79 oriental grass fibre cloth 
D84 rafia 
086 ceiling tile 
DI 05 cheesecloth 

D55 straw matting 
064 oriental rattan 
D70 wood grain 
D73 soap bubbles 
D92 pigskin 
Dl01 cane 
0109 handmade pa 

Set 3 
0 4  pressed cork 
D l 2  bark of tree 
D l 4  woven wire 
D l  7 herringbone weave 
D l 8  raffia weave 
D21 French canvas 
031 beach pebbles 
050 raffia 
D60 European marble 
082 oriental straw cloth 
D l  O7 Japanese rice paper 
D l11  plasticbubbles 

Table 2.1 : This table is a listing of the five sets of textures (frorn Brodatz, 1966) used as 
stimuli. The letterhumber combinations identifying the textures follow the nomenclature 
used by Brodatz. 
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judgements. The other six observers were naive to the specific aims of the experiment. 

2.2.1 Ratings of Overail Dissimilarity (A) 

Observers first familiarized themselves with the textures by viewing five 5.5" x I l"  

panels held in hand. each panel providing sarnpIes of the 12 textures comprising one of the 

five sets. The tirne for tàmiliarization was not restricted, generally lasting a few minutes. 

The observers were then asked to rnake two types of judgernents. The first hdf-session 

required judzing the innüte or overnll dissimilarity. with the criteria for judgernent left to the 

observer's discretion (the symbol A will frequently be used to denote overail dissimilarity 

judgements in the following text). A -/-point scale ranging from 1 ("very similar" pairs) to 

7 ("very dissimilar" paifi) was used. with the appropriate gradations in betwcen. The A 

ratings were completrd before the instructions for the second half-session were explained in 

attempts to avoid observer bias. 

2.2.2 Ratings of Attribute Dissimilarity (ilA) 

The second type of judgernent involved ratings of dissirnilarity with respect to ri set 

of ccitldi&zrr attributes (1' ratin_os). Our analyses examine whether the candidates were wsll 

chosen. The rittributes wsre defined for the observers as: 
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i) "Lighmrss" (1) '  was used ÿs an assessrnent of the average perceived bi-ightness from al1 

parts of the texture plate. 

ii) "Contr~tst" ( c )  was used ris a merisure of the degree of variation of tight levels within each 

texture. For éxample. a plate without much contrast has a relatively uniform reflectance. 

iii) "Edginess" (e) was used as a mesure  of edge definition within the texture. Edginrss 

may be thought of as the opposite of "fuzziness". 

iv) "Co~trseness " (0  of textures cm vary in two different ways in keeping with the definition 

of Tamurri et al. ( 1975). Assuming a texture can be represented ri'; a repeated placement of 

fundamental elements. one texture will be coarser than another if either a) its elements or b~ 

their spacings are larger than those of the other. A texture that is not coüse rnay be thought 

of as "fine". 

v) "Dirrcriotzdiry" wcis drfinrd by both its slement shape and placement rulr (again. in 

agreement with Tamurci rr cri.. 1978). Dirrctiontrii~ could exisr for more thün one 

orientritional rixis. but a texture that was uniforrnly directional t'or only one axis wris assessed 

as having the highest "Directioiinlin". 

vi) "Regrdrrin" ( r )  was used as an assessrnent of order within a texture. Regda- may be 

thousht of as the opposite of "randomness". 

The observer's task was to rate each texture pair according to each of the above 

attributes on an integer scde. A coarser ratinz scale was employed with the aim of speeding 

Fur brttvity the attributes rire sornetimes rrfrmd to by thsir first Irtten ( 1 ,  c. e. f. d. r). To distinguish tiom 
Cmtr~st.  Coarsenrss \vil1 br denoted by "f' for "Fineness". 



the task and eliciting rapid. robust judgements. Observers were instructed to assign a rating 

of "-1" if the texture on the left was deemed to have much more of the assessed attribute than 

the one on the right, and a rating of "t3" for the converse case. If there was little or no 

difference between the textures. observers were to assign a ratine of "0". and "+ 1 " or  "- 1" to 

intermediate jud, uements. 

2.3 Stimulus Presentation and Data Collection 

.A ''Ross ordering" (Ross. 1934) balanced the number of presentations on srich side 

and ensured that specitic textures were repeated at relatively well-spaced intervals. Vie~ving 

times were not limited. but most comparisons took approximately 5 seconds to complete. For 

the A ratings. al1 75 possible pairs (inciuding self-comparisons) of a set of 12 textures were 

presented to each of the 12 observers. Whrn a pattern was compared with itself, different 

samplrs wrre used (nonidentical samplrs taLn from the same Brodatz ( 1966) texture print). 

Either of the samplrs was used in the rest of the comparisons. The total number of A ratings 

was 4680 (12 observers/pairing x 78 texture pairings x 5 texture sets). For the A' ratings. 

the numbçr of attributes made it impractical for each observer to exhaustively complete al1 

pairings. Instend. pooling across observers provided four replications for rach texture pair. 

The total numbclr of A '  ratings amounted ro 9360 (6 attributes x 4 observerslpairing x 75 

texture priirings x 5 sets). A hl1 session for one observer lasted about 2.5 hours. The 

analyses pool rritings across observers except where specified. 



2.4 Impoverished Viewing Conditions and Identification Task 

How do the judgements of textures change with impoverished viewing conditions'? 

And do different tasks differ markedly in their processing of textural information? Since we 

suspectrd that there existed robust regularities in the judgements of textures. it seemed 

reÿsonable to ask these questions in attempting to delimit the extent of these regularities. 

Pasr studies in this lab have explored the effects of systernatic decreases in luminance (99.3. 

17.7. 3.14. 0.56. 0. I O  Td: Yang, 1995) or increases in viewing distance (0.9. 8.2. 15.5. 22.9. 

30.2 m: Cho Sr Hallett. 1995) on the judgements of texture pairs (A and 3' ratings). Cho & 

Hallett ( 1995) also exminçd observers' performances on a task involving the identification 

of 20 different texture samples with varying distance. Ten sets of twenty different 12 x 12 

cm Brodatz texture samples were mounted in randomly ordered 4 x 5 m a y s  on ten grey 

panels of retlectance 0.30. In addition to al1 12 textures of Set A (Table 2.1). the following 

were includrd: DJ (Pressed cork}: D 12 (Brirk of tree): D 16 (Herringbone weave): D37 

(Watrr): D55 (Stniw matting): D76 (Oriental g r a s  Libre cloth): D86 (Csiling tile): Dl09 

(Handmridr püper). The subjccts providrd their best guesses at identifying the distant 

samples, referring to a smnll panel of al1 20 textures (rûch 3 x 3 cm of a Brodatz plate) held 

in the hand to avoid any confusion over names. With some additional analysis. selected 

portions of the results of these studies will be presented with a virw to addressing the abovr 

questions. Further details of rnethods will be presented with their respective findings in 

Results 3.5 and 3.6. Complete descriptions can be found in Yang ( 1995) and Cho & Hallett 

( 1995). 
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2.9 Analysis 

X brkf description of the methods of analysis is provided here.  more detailed 

accounts of the application of each of the methods accompany their respective findings in the 

Results section. For algebraic descriptions, see Appendix 1. The software used for the 

analyses is as foliows: for Multidimensional scdings. Systat 5.2.1 ( 1992): for Multiple linrar 

regressions and the Cross validations. Fastat 2.0 ( 199 1)  and Excel 5.0 ( 1993); for Redundancy 

analyses. Excel 5.0 and Matlab 3.5 ( 199 1 j. 

iM~iltidii~irnsiuncrI Sctrline (MDS): Individual texture samples are viewed as points popuinting 

ii rnultidirnensional sprice where the distances between the points match. ris closely as 

possible. the rxperimentally drrived A ratings. If the space is given the correct number of 

dimensions. pairs of textures that slicit larger .A ratings ( i -r .  look more dissimilar) will tend 

to br situated hnher apart in the space. and those with lesser ratings. situated closer together. 

We employed a non-metric MDS algorithm (Kruskall, 1964) to discover the correct 

dimensionality. This algorithm attempts to match the ordinal values of the A ratinss for 

texture pairs with the respective distances between the texture pain in the LMDS space. A 

perfect match. then. would mean thüt  the MDS distances between pairs of textures would be 

a monotonically increasing function of the A ntings. To assess the goodness-of-fit, we used 

Kruskall's "Stress" ( Kruskall & Wish. 1978), which ranges from O to 1 for sood to bad fits 

respectively . WI: also provide the iiccompany ing R ~ S .  which givr the proportion of variance 

in the A ratinss accountrd for by the corresponding MDS distances. The dirnensionality of 



the MDS solutions c m  be increased until the Stress is satisfyingly low. Recornmendations 

for assessing the reliability of a solution include finding an "elbow" in a plot of Stress vs. 

Dimensions plot. As our plots showed fairly gradua1 decrease. we adopted the usual pnctice 

of considering Stresses lower than 0.10 as sufficiently low. After determining dirnensionaiity. 

the rxperirnenter can thrn srarch for mraningful axes in the iMDS representation of perceptual 

spüce ("MDS-A space"). This c m  be done by mere visuai examination of the solutions. 

However. there is great dit'ficulty in inspecting solutions that have dimensions higher than 

two. A more objective method uses independently derived MDS scdss (based on ratinzs) 

which place the textures dong n 1-dimensional ,GIDS-&~ scale defined by an attribute i ( i  = 

1-6) that has possible relevance to the judgernents of overall dissirnilarity (A). After 

regressing the MDS-A~ values of the texture set against the b1DS-Acoordinates. the relevance 

and orientation of scale i in the space c m  be ascertained frorn the resultins R' and Brtn 

(standardized) coefficients, respectively. 

ikfiilîiple LNzmr Rqrrssion (MLR): MLR aims to predict the behaviour of a dependent 

variable using a weighted sum of independent predictor variables. In Our case, we attempt 

to prediçt the A ratings using the A' ratings as predictor variables. Thar is. we are proposing 

that a linenr combination of the attribute ratings may explain sorne of the variance in the A 

ratings. In assessing the soodness-of-fit of the regression model. the rnost comrnonly 

employed is R-' which ringes frorn O to 1 for bad to good fits respectively: an R' of 1 would 

mean there was pet-fect prediction of the A ratings by the A' ratings. 



Cross Validation: Cross validation provides another rneasure of the reliability of the 

regression rnodel. The disadvantase of the usual R' is that it assesses only the f it  of the 

mode1 to the training data ---but this does not necessarily lerid to accurate predictions of the 

modelws performance when confronted with new data. Also. intermediate values of R' are 

often difficult to interpret. Cross validation attempts to address both these concerns by 

making predictions of new data in the actud units of the predicted variable. Another concem 

is that correlated predictor variables can cause instability in the coefficients of the regression 

equation, whic h c m  cause adverse effects when predicting new data. While cross validation 

does not remedy ths, it does provide a measure of the severity of the adverse effects. In our 

case. the technique assesses a regression rnodel's predictive power using the difference 

brtween predicted A ratings and actual A ratings as an estimate of the prediction error. First 

the data is partitioned into a training set and a test set. The regression coefficients are 

obtained using the A and A-' values from the training set. Then. the A' values of the test. 

togecher with the regression coefficients. are used to predict A values. The average 

difference between thesr predicted A values and the actual test-set A values. is then used as 

the estimate of prediction error. 

Rrdiuidmrcv Annlvsis: This provides a rneasure of the amount of variance in one set of 

variables explained by another set (Stewart & Love, 1968). One of the main interests of this 

study was variability between observers' ratings, and specificaily, the A ratings since these 

represented eveiyday, untutored judgements of natural textures. To use redundancy analysis 

ris a measure of intersubject variability. separate MDS solutions based on each individual's 
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A ratings were derived. A given texture had one set of coordinates in one observer's MDS-A 

space. and another set for another observer's. The coordinates of an individual's LMDS-A 

space were then employed as predictor variables for those of another individuai's MDS-A 

space. X perfect prediction would mean that the two observers had idenrical MDS spaces. 

The technique is equivrilent to regressing. in tum. each of the variables (MDS coordinates) 

of the tïrst set over d l  the variables of the second set and averaging the resulting multiple 

correlation coefficients. More explicitly. the technique produces a redundancy coefficient R'. 

which is an averiige of the proportion of explained variance (R') that is accounred for by a 

particular cmonical variate. each R' weighted by its associated squared canonicd correlation 

(Stewart & Love, 1965). The redundancy coefficient R' c m  be regarded as an average 

multiple-R' (of linear regression analysis). Of course. this measure of intersu bject variabiliry 

rests on the assumption that the MDS approach is appropriate for our data. The hish R'S of 

the redundancy analyses and the meaningful interpretations gained from the MDS analyses 

providr rvidencr that the assumption is lit least a useful one. 



Chapter 3 

Results 

The question we have attempted to address is whether regularities in observers' A 

judgrments of textures c m  be usefully represented by a "texture space" analo_oous to the 

"colour spacc" that describes various aspects of colour perception. In attempting to 

c haracterize a hypothetical texture space. we observe the following organization in the Results 

section. First. the reiatively simple models of iinear regession analysis and multidimcnsional 

scaling (MX) are used to ascenain the dimensionality of the A judgernents and to evaluate 

the relevançr of the candidate A~ attributes to these judgements. It should be noted that a 

city-biock rnetric is implied whcnever raw A and raring values are used. and a Euclidean 

metric. when dealing with MDS representations of the A and A~ data (howevsr. the 

difkrences between the metrics are probably obscured by the noise in our data). Wr thrn 

use the techniques of cross-validation and redundancy analysis to check thnt such spatial 

represrntations have general utility across observers and texture sets. In attempts to better 

chÿriicterize the ~ttributes themselves, correlations and LVDS analyses were perforrned on the 

A~ judgement data. Finally. we examine how resistant the implied representntion of textures 
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is to chringing task and virwing conditions. 

3.1 Dimensionality: Overall dissimilarity (A) 

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) anaiysis provides evidence for a low dimensionality 

in the innate overall dissirnilarity judgernents (A). MDS aims to discover the underlying 

structure in proximity ( r . g .  dissirnilarity) data, by converting the dissimilarities between 

stimuli into distances between points in ri geometric space, analogous to converting inter-city 

distances into city positions in a 2-D geographic map. Ln our case. the texture samples can 

be viewed as points that inhabit a multidimensional texture space where the distances brtween 

the points are rnarchçd. as closely as possible. to the exprrimentaily drrived dissimilarity 

ratings C ( A ) .  The most appropriate merric crin vriry according to the panicularities of how the 

stimuli rire distinguished fiom each othér. When there are no LZ priori srounds for assuming 

a particular relationship betwern the stimuli, a Euclidean metric is comrnonly employed. and 

was used in ail the followin,a MDS analyses. Various goodness-of4t measures are used to 

assess the match. We used Kruskail's "Stress" (Kruskall & Wish. 1978) which ranges 

continuously from O to 1, with lower values indicating better fits and values l e s  than 0.10 

being conventionaily regarded as acceptable. 

Separate Stress values for dimensiondiries varying from 1 to 4 were deterrnined for 

the r n e m  observer A ratings of each of the five texture sets. The results are summarized in 

Figure 3.1 which provides average values for each dimension. Stress values start at 0.3 L 



A Data -- Dimensionality of the Implied Space 

1 2 3 4 
Dimensions 

Figure 3.1: Stress values. averaged over the five texture sets. are shown for analyses of 
increasing dimensionality. A dimensionality of 3 or 4 is suggested with Stress values of 0.07 
(~'=0.96) and 0.03 (R'=O.W) respectively. 
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(average for five sets) at one dimension. and decline to 0.07 by three dimensions: associated 

R' values are 0.68 and C.96, respectively. The values for the four-dimensional solutions show 

sorne irnprovernent (Stressd.03. ~'=0.99). but these might be considered with caution 

because of the danger of ovwfitting (n= 1 7 for each texture set). There is already a good fit, 

however. with a threr dimensional solution. We may conclude that the implied texture space 

derived from MDS analyses of A rarings is at l e m  3 dimensionai (we will hencefonh refer 

to estimates of texture space based on overall innate dissimilarity ratings (A) and MDS 

procedures as "MDS-A space"). 



3.2 Attribute Dissimilarities AA as Predictors of Overall Dissirnilarity A 

3.2.1 Regression Analyses Using A vs. LY' Data 

When observers make judgements of overall dissimiIuity (A) between textures. it is 

reasonable to ask whether that there are specific attributes of the textures which are 

consistrntly ussd to müke these judgements. For example. a texture pair may appear vr ry  

dissimilar when differing greatly in Cum-srness. whiie rinother pair would appear very similar 

due to similarity in Coarsrness. We atternpted to expLore the dependency of innate 

judgements A on our candidate attnbute judgements bby using multiple linear regression 

(iMLR). MLR aims to predict the behaviour of one dependent variable, using a weighted sum 

of multiple independent (predictor) variables. In our case, we are atternpting to predict 

overail dissimilarity (A)  judgements using the attribute judgements (&) as predictor variables. 

To obtain the optimal model for any given number of predictors, an exhaustive survey 

of riIl possible regression equations was undertaken (Figure 3.2). Each point in Figure 3.2 

represents the proportion of variance (multiple R') in the A judgements xcounted for bby a 

regression mode1 that includes the rittribute judgements as labelled in order of decreasint 

importance. By four or five parameters, the best regression rnodels (the top points in each 

column of points) attain multiple R-' values that plateau with values exceedinz 0.70. with no 

gains offered by the six predictor model. The two best overall predictors are Coarsrnrss and 

Reyidcrrin. (models with filled circles). though al1 attributes have some use. Significant but 
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Figure 3.1: A vs. 4A relationship -- Exhaustive survey of the 63 possible attnbute 
combinations. Each point represents the proportion of variance (multiple R') in the overall 
dissirnilarity (A) judgements accounted for by a regression model that includes the attributes 
as labelled (abbreviated) in order of decreasing importance. The x-axis indicates the number 
of  attributes entered in the respective equations. The best of the six possible one-predictor 
models (not visible) just fail to exceed ~ ' = 0 . 5 .  Of the 15 two-predictor models, the one using 
Cuarseness (f) and Regulariiy (r) accounts for 0.64 of the variance in the A judgements. By 
four or five parameters, the best regression models attain R's exceeding 0.70. The six- 
predictor model offers no real improvement. The two best predictors overail are Coarseness 
(0 and R e g r r l a r i ~  (r) (filled circles denote models including f and r). Lesser predictors are 
Ligtztness (l), Direcrionnlie (d), Contrast ( c )  and Edginess (e) .  
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A vs. a" Relationship -- Exhaustive Survey of the 
63 Possible Attribute Combinations 
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lesser predictors for this viewing condition (94.8 Td. 90 cm distance) are Liglimess. 

Direcriondity, Conrrtrst and Edginess. 

3-22 Regression Analysis Using MDS Transformation of the A and 2i4 Data 

The above regession analyses assumed that overall dissimilarity (A) of pairs of 

textures can be predicted by linear combinations of artribute differences (A~) for the same 

pairs. Hrre. we rvaluate the importance of each &' attribute in overall dissimilarity 

judgements (A) by assessing the proportion of variance in individual MDS-K' scales 

accounted for by the MDS-4 space coordinates (Shiffman er al.. 198 1). First. sin 1- 

dimensional MDS scalrs were constructed h m  the ratings for the six individual A4 attributes: 

each texture is a point on such a scale. Each texture also has 3-D or 4-D coordinates already 

obtainsd with the MDS-A cstimate of texture space in Results 1 above. So we c m  regress 

the six 1-D A' drrivrd coordinates (one attribute at a time) against the 3- or 4-D MDS-A- 

drrivsd coordinates as predictors. This optimally orients each attribute axis in the MDS-A 

space. and Ci goodnrss-of-fit of the MDS-A' axis to the MDS-A space is shown by ~"shiffman 

er al.. 198 1). For example. if Conrsewss was an attribute that was relevant to observers' 3 

judgements of textures. the textures should Vary according to Conrseness dong a particular 

direction in the MDS-A space. R' should be hish if the 1-D MDS-A' Conrseness scale 

faithfully captured the variance along this direction in MDS-A space. It mighr be noted that 

these R'S c m  br elrvnted in cornparison to the A vs. A' regressions (Results 3.2.1) since in 

the prrscnt rr~ressions. the A-derivrd 3- or 4-D MDS coordinates are used to explain the 
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variance of each of the individuai attribute scales in turn; in the previous section (3.2.1) the 

h4 ratings, in combinations. were used to account for the variance in the A ratings. 

For the 3-D configurations. Coarseness. Regrrlorify and Directionality demonsuate 

impressive R'S (around 0.57: see Table 3.1). There is only modest improvement in these 

pxticular R2s for the 4-D configurations, suggesting that each of these three attributes could 

individually serve as dominant axes or useful directions in a low-dimensional texture space. 

In proceeding to the 4-D solutions, Conrrnst. Lighmess and Edginrss attain R'S of around 

0.70, rneming that al1 six candidates are satisfactory axes in a 4-D MDS-A estimate of texture 

space. 
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A vs. a" relationship -- Regressions of 
Attribute Scales on Coordinates 

1 Attributes 

Table 3.1: One-dimensional MDS scriles of the textures were constructed tiorn the ratings for 
rach individual A' attribute. The scalrs were then regressed over the corresponding 3-D and 
4-D MDS spacrs derived from 1 ratines of the same textures. In the 3-D solutions. attributes 
f. r. and d show impressive R-'s. suggesting that any of these attributes could serve as =es 
in a low dimensional texture space. The R'S for these attnbutes show only modest 
improvement for 4-D solutions. In proceeding to the 4-D solutions. c, 1. and s demonstrate 
notable increases in R'S. Al1 attributes are satisfactory candidate axes when 1-D attribute 
scalcs are regressed against C D  LMDS spaces. 
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3.3 Variability Across Texture Sets and Observers (A, d) 

One possibly serious concem about the lirerature, and the above analyses. is the use 

of sermingly very subjective judgements. To explore this issue, we use the method of cross- 

validation (Efron & Tibshirani. 1993) to assess the reliability of a model by confronting the 

model with new data. Another problem is that a fixed body of data is generally better fitted 

by more parameters. This is not the case in cross-validation where introducing irrelevant 

parameters (dimensions) will eventually worsen the fit of new data (for an analytic estimate 

of the same. see Schwartz. 1978). We partitioned the data set and developrd the model (the 

regression squation) on one portion (the training set), estimating the prcdiction error on the 

rernaining data (the test set). Variance in the prediction error estimate c m  be reduced by 

altemating the portion of the data set that is utilised as the test set. In other words. the data 

is split inro K equal pans. the kth part taken as the test set and the prediction error 

determineci using the remriking K-1 parts ris trainin2 data. Performing this for e x h  of k = 

1. 1. .... K parts. one c m  combine the K estimates of prediction rrror (Efron & Tibshirani. 

1993). One can repeat this procedure for models with varying numbcrs of dimensions. 

For Our data, the regression coefficients (the weightings for the 3' judsements) were 

obtained using training sers. and were then usrd to predict new A ratings using the il" rntings 

of the remaining (test) data. The average absolute value of the difference between predicted 

A ratings and actual rl ratings of the test set was then used as an estimate of prediction error. 

Prediciion rrrors are in 4 rating uni& on a scale of 1 to 7. Typically. 3 plot of the prediction 
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error versus the nrirnbçr of pxameters should demonstrate a minimum prediction error for rin 

optimal number of parameters, beyond which any further elaborrition of the mode1 overfits 

the data and increases the prediction error. In Our case d l  six attributes improved the fit. 

confirming the above finding (3.2.2) that none are irrelevmt. 

3.3.1 Across Texture Sets: Cross-validation (A, k') 

A real concern is the possibility that texture discrimination is considerably texture-set 

dependent. To examine this, the cross-validation exploited the hct  that the 60 textures were 

divided into îïve sets. We calculated the average prediction error using cross-validation. 

rotriting the set that served as the test set. The results. shown in Figure 3.3. confirm that the 

regression models are applicabk across texture sets. With only one attribute the predictive 

powcr of the modeis is poor with rrrors of around 2.0 rating units. With four attribute 

rnodels. however, the error decreases to 0.9 rating units on a scale of 1-7. Considerins that 

the dissimilarity judgements (A) of wholly new sets of textures are being predicted. this result 

cives good support to the reliability of the simple, low-dimensional. regression rnodels. 
t 

3.3.2.1 Across Observers: Cross-validation 

Intersubjec t variability is mother important consideration when positing a stable. 

uniîied texture space cornmon to ail obsewers. So far ( 1-3. l), our analyses have data pooied 

across all observsrs, and have suggested that for the observers as a group. there are robust 
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A vs. Relationship -- Cross Validation 
Across Texture Sets 

Num ber of Attributes 

Figure 3.3: Prediction crror was used as a measure of across-set variability. Shown are the 
average prediction mor s  for models with increasing numbers of attributes. This confirms that 
the regression models are applicable across different sets of textures. With one attribute the 
predictive power of the rnodels is poor with errors of around 2.0 rating units. With four 
predictor models. the error decreases to 0.9. suggesting that nr Irasr four attributes are 
required to account for the variance in the A jud, uernents. 
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regulÿnties in the judgements of texture pairs. One may still worry. however, whether rapid 

untutored judgements (ratinss) by one observer have much relevance to another's. Figure 3.1 

shows intersubject variability as measured by prediction error derived from cross-validation. 

There were four repeats of each 3 nting, so each point is an average of four calculations 

of prediction errors. Shown are the prediction mors for models with increasing numbers of 

attributes. Sincr. in this case. we predict one observer's A ratings using regression models 

trained on three other observers' ratings. we obtain a useful mesure of intersubject 

variability; these errors c m  be directly compared against the A rating scde which ranges from 

1 to 7. With one predictor. there is a reasonable prediction of the remaining observers* 

ratings. There is a steady decrease in prediction error until we have models with 5 attributes, 

with average errors of around 1.2 rating units. It appears that observers' innate A jud, uernents 

have a surprising common ground. 

3.3.3.2 Across Observers: Redundancy Analysis (A) 

The cross-validation of the observer data providrs one mesure of intersubject 

varilibility. The interpretation of the prediction errors. however. is compromised by the mors  

aeneratrd by the imperfect A-&' linenr regression models used in making the predictions. To 2 

assess the similarity of observefi' perceptual spaces more directly. redundancy analysis 

(Stewart & Love. 1968) was employed. We gain the advantage of excluding the A* attributes 

tiorn the analysis--they may be imperfect descriptors for texture judgements--and exarnining 

only the innate A judgements. A given texture has one set of coordinates in the MDS-A 
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A vs. relationship -- Cross Validation 
Across Observers 

Number of Attributes 

Figure 3.4: Prediction error is used as a measure of the intersubject variability in texture 
spacçs. Shown are the average prediction errors for models with increasing numbers of 
attributes. Cross-validation is explained in the Methods section. Since, in this case, we 
predict one observer's A ratings using regression models trained on other subjects A and A' 
values, we measure intersubject variability in rating units. Notice that with one predictor, 
there is already reasonable prediction of another subject's A ratings. There is a steady 
decrease in prediction error with average errors of around 1.2 for models with 5 attributes. 
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space of one observer. and another set for another observer. The technique is equivalent to 

regressing. in turn, each of the variables (MDS coordinates) of the first set over al1 the 

variables of the second set and averaging the resulting squared multiple correlation 

coefficients. The redundmcy coefficient cm be regarded as an average multiple-d2 (of 

linear regession analysis). 

For each of the Iive sets of textures, the R's were deterrnined for d l  observer 

cornbinations. Those for set A are summarized in Table 3.7. These were computed for the 

3-D and 1-0 contigurations tvhich provided the most reasonrible fits to the A data (3-D: 

srress=O.OS. ~ '=0 .90 :  4-D: stress=0.04, ~-'=0.96). The average over al1 texture sets of the 

4-D R'S is 0.63 (SD=O.11, range: 0.25-0.88). For 3-D MDS configurations. the R'S are 

slightly lower (0.54, SD=O.11. range: 0.21-0.88). Rareiy. the MDS-A estimate of one 

observer's texture space may deviate somewhat from the rest; in texture set A, one observer 

(DE. no. 7). had consistently lower R~ values with a 4-D ff average of 0.50 and a 3-D ff 

average of 0.37. It is conciuded that matches between observers' perceptud spaces are 

reasonable to very good with the 4-D configurations being better than 3-D. This approach 

provides a separate mesure of intersubject variability to the A - A ~  mode1 cross-validation in 

3-21  above and yields the sarne conclusion. As a simple check, direct correlations between 

different observers' A ratings also average to R-' = 0.61. 
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Table 3.2: A ratings -- Rrdundancy Coefficients for Individual Observers' Spaces. As another 
measure of intrrsubject variability. the variances shared between individuai observen' MDS 
configuraiions were deterrnined using redundancy andysis. A sample (texture set A) of 
redundancy coefficients (R') for al1 observer combinations is given in the first two tables: the 
Iürger the value, the more variance two observes have in comrnon. The third table 
sumar izes  the redundancy coefficients for ail of the sets. with average values of 0.54 and 
0.63 for the 3-D and 4-D MDS solutions respectively. Matches between observers' 
perceptud spaces are reasonable to very good, the 4-D configurations being the better. 
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Redundancy Coefficients for Set A 

3-0 MDS Solutions 

Subiect 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

4-D MDS Solutions 

Subject 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
L 

1 0.578 0.651 0.379 0.570 0.386 0.336 0.575 0.639 0.405 0.588 0.653 
2 0.531 0.505 0.797 0.563 0.470 0.695 0.514 0.540 0.655 0.623 
3 0.546 0.608 0.516 0.391 0.608 0.712 0.593 0.610 0.559 
4 0.652 0.701 0.735 0.483 0.593 0.438 0.599 0.478 
5 0.695 0.497 0.696 0.601 0.583 0.677 0.580 
6 0.616 0.548 0.472 0.481 0.526 0.584 
7 0.489 0.445 0.388 0.602 0.487 
8 0.624 0.565 0.638 0.612 
9 0.636 0.654 0.576 

10 0.484 0.536 
11 0.665 

Summary of Redunancy Coefficients for All Texture Sets 

MDS Dimensionality 

3-D 
Average 

0.54 
SD 

0.1 1 
Range 

0.21 -0.88 
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3.4 Nature of the Attributes 

3.4.1 Correlations Between Attributes (A4) 

hlthough al1 the d attributes may serve as useful axes (direction) in a 

multidimensional texture space, they nzed not be mutually orthogonal or cardinal. And there 

are n priori grounds for suspecting that a nurnber of the attributes are inter-related, e.g. .  

Tamura et tri. ( 1976) noted the possible contributions of sharpness of edges (Edginrss) and 

penod of repeating patterns (Coarsrness) to judgernents of contrast (Contrnst). 

Correlations were determined for al1 possible pairs of artributes (Table 3.3). Highest 

correlations include the pairs Regulrrric and Directionnli~ ( r  = 0.72). and Contrasr anci 

Ed,qirirss ( r = 0.64 ). Lesser correlat ions include Contrrist and Cocrrserzess ( r = 0.39 ). 

Edyiizess anci Rrgrdari~ ( r  = 0.41). and Coarseness and Edsiness ( r  = 0.45) .  These pairs. 

then. crinnot be strictly orthogonal dimensions in a texture space. This also explains how 

each of the six 1-D attribute scales could attain such high R2s when regressed with the 

corresponding C D  MDS configurations (Results 3.72) - six scaies could only serve as 

meaningful axes in a 4-D MDS space if they were not al1 mutually orthogonal. 

3.4.2 Dimensionality of the Individual Attributes ( A ~ )  

The judgernents have thus far been assumed to have irnplied tmly unidimensional 
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A' Inter-Relations -- Correlations Between Attributes 

Table 3.3: Shown are the correlations between all the possible pairings of ratings for each 
set, and pooling across sets. Shaded boxes mark notable correlarions. The highest 
correlations include the pairs r:d and c:e (bold. itaiic): lesser correlations include c:f, e:r and 
i e  (itaiic). These pairs. then. cannot be strictiy orthogonal dimensions in a texture space. 



attributr scales. There are good reasons to suspect. however, that the A4 judgements 

themselvrs may be multidimensional. For instance. Tarnura et. al ( 1976) suggest that four 

factors contribute towards contrat judgements. namely. the dynamic range and polarity of 

the grey level distribution the sharpness of edges and the period of repeating patterns. it 

remains a possibility, then, that the variance in d judgements for Contrasr might be captured 

by a four-dimensional "Contrasr space". Coarseness may deserve a two-dimensional space 

since both the size and space of repeating elernents figure into judgements. Similar 

arguments could be made for the other attributes. except perhaps Lig/zmess. In the latter case. 

one might hope for a unidimensional representation because spatially averaged reflectance is 

a single physical variable; however. it is not entirely clear how receptive field signals are 

combined to estimate this physical quantity. 

To explore the possibility of multidimensionality of attributes. MDS analyses were 

performed on A' ratings of each separate attnbute (Figure 3.5). None of the attributes attiiin 

stress levels below 0.10 with only one-dimensional solutions. Lighnirss. Regrclnrity and 

Dirrctiuiicili~ al1 attain stresses below 0.10 by two dimensions. Edsinrss. Conrsenrss and 

Conrrnsr require two or three dimensions. These results suggest that the individual attributrs 

are not infinitesimally n m o w  1-D axes in texture space. The result is, howcver. consistent 

with the above discussion. Tt should be noted that these configurations were derived fi-om 

fairly coarse A'  ratings (before averaging), taking on only one of three values (O. 1 or 2). 

This would tend to contribute noise to the process of configuring an MDS space and thus, 

on the whole. raise Stress values and so, bias towards ri dimensionality higher than one. 
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L Y ~  Ratings -- Dimensionality of the 
Individuals Attributes 

- - Edginess 

- - Coarseness 

Contrastiness 

-- --Lightness - Regularity 

Dimensions 

Fisure 3.5: Shown are Stress values for MDS analyses of the Li4 rritings of each separate 
attribute. None of the attributes attain stresses below 0.10 with only one MDS dimension. 
Liyhntess. Rrgrilnrity and Direc t ionnl i~  al1 attain stresses below 0.10 by two dimensions. 
Edginrss. Cocirseness and Conrrnst require two or three dimensions. This suggests that the 
individual attributes rire not infinitesirnally narrow 1-D axes in texture space. 
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3.5 Judgements Under Irnpoverished Viewing Conditions 

S ince the innate dissimilarity judgements seem relatively stable across different 

observers and sets of textures. it c m  be risked how u n v q i n g  they remain when the stimuli 

are presented under impoverished viewing conditions. Observers-were asked to make the 

same types of judgmenr of texture pairs (A and ratings), with systematic decreases in 

luminance (Yang, 1995') or increases in viewing distance (Cho & Hallett. 1995). 

3.5.1 Dimensionality : OveralI Dissimilarity (A) 

At the most general level, the dimensionality of the implied spaces is preserved in the 

MDS-A analyses (Figure 3.6). For the v q i n g  luminance condition, al1 luminance conditions 

show sririsfrictory Stress values of below 0.10 for 4-D configurations. A similar pattern held 

when disrrince was varied. These results are not significrintly different from those of the main 

experimrnt (Figure 1, 94.5 Td. 0.9 m). However. the Stresses of Figure 3.6 (unfilled circles, 

top and bottom panels) are a little lower for the extrerne viewing conditions (O. 1 Td or 30 

m). suggesting a lower dimensionality. as might be expected. 

3.5.2 Relevant Attributes: A vs. Relationship 

To examine which attributes were significant, regressions were performed with A 

ratings being predicted by the b' ratings (Figure 3.7). in the manner of Figure 3.2. If we 
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Figure 3.6: A Rarings -- LVDS Analyses of the Varying Luminance and Distance Conditions. 
ri) Luminance The tïrst four luminances show similar declines in Stress ending below 0.10 
by the 4-D solutions. b) Distance Al1 the distances achieve stresses below O. LO by the 4-D 
solutions. h genenl the Stresses are lowest for the most impoverished viewing conditions, 
suggesting a lower dimensionality in such cases as rnight be expected. 
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Stresses For Varying Luminance Condition 

A ... Luminance 1 (99.3 Td) 
. -.. - Luminance 2 (1 7.7 Td) 
- 4- Luminance 3 (3.1 4 Td) 
- -  Luminance 4 (0.56 Td) 
.+.. Luminance 5 (0.1 0 Td) 

- . - - - - . - - -- - - - -. . . 

Dimensions 

Stresses For Varying Distance Condition 

. ... Distance 1 (0.9 mi 

-a- - Distance 2 (8.2 m) 
- +- Distance 3 (1 5.5 ml 
-- Oistance 4 (22.9 mi 
. +. . Distance 5 (30.2 mi 
- - -- - - - - -. 
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Figure 3.7: A rir. di4 Relationship -- Distance and Luminance Data. Multiple regressions for 
vaving viewing conditions. Regressions were performed for ratings gathered for systrmatic 
decreases in luminance or increases in distance. a) Luminance All luminance levels 
demonstrate high maximum R'S which increase with added attributes and plateau ût around 
0.80 (arrows denote plateaus). The R'S for the four highest luminances follow a similar 
distribution. There is a sharp reduction in the number of useful attnbutes at the lowest 
luminance. In that case. closer scrutiny would show that Lightness accounts for rnost of the 
explained variance. b) Distance There is a more gradua1 change in the distributions of R's 
over distance. Again, at each distance. maximum R'S increase with added attributes and in 
this case plateau at around 0.70 (arrows). At the furthest distance, there are few viable 
attributes, Lighrness explaining most of the variance. Lightness is the major variable when 
viewing is impovenshed. 
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focus on the top-most points for each attribute number (x-axis), we see that al1 luminance 

levels demonstrnte high maximum R ' s  which increase with added attributes and plateau at 

around 0.80 (mows). While the R'S for the four highest luminances follow a similar pattern. 

the rarly plateau of the maximum R'S at the lowest luminance denotes a shup reduction in 

the number of usrful attributes at that luminance. With increüses in viewing distance. chere 

is a more zradual change in the distributions of maximum R'S (top-most points). Again. at 

rach distance. maximum R'S increase with added attribuies and in this case. plateau at around 

0.70. At the furthest distance. however, R' is reduced and there is effectively only one viable 

attribute. Closer scrutiny of the regression equations, in either of the conditions. would show 

that Lighrness explains most of the variance. Even under the best viewing conditions (highest 

luminance, closest distance), Lighniess had more significance as a predictor than in the main 

experiment where the textures were viewed under comparable conditions. The different 

viewing conditions may have increased the salience of Lighfness as an attribute. Most (804) 

observers began the distance experiment at a distance considerably greater than the 0.9 m of 

the main experimrnt: dso. in cornparison to brightest condition. Ligllmess gained in salience 

in the four dimrnest conditions of the luminance experiment. where retinal illuminance was 

at least 1 log lower thün in the main experiment ( 17.7, 3.14.0.56, 0.10 Td cri. 94.8 Td). Still, 

Coarseness and Rrgrikzri~.  which were the major attributes in the main experiment. fisured 

as important predictors of overall dissimilarity judgements (A) for the first four luminances 

(99.6-0.56 Td) and the first three distances (0.9-15.5 m). 
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3.5.3 Direct Cornparisons of A Ratings 

As n more stringent measure of the invariance of judgements. one could make direct 

comparisons of the A ratings under impovenshed and optimal (highest luminance and closest 

distance) conditions. Figure 3.8 (squares) shows Pearson correlations between A rritings at 

the closest distance (0.9 m) with comparable ratings made at the further distances (8.2 to 30.2 

m). High correlations would rnean that the relative values of the judged differences are well 

presrrved. This is the case at distance 2 (8.2 m: r = 0.9 1. i = 0.8 1). with rapid decreüse in 

r values for fùrthrr distances. Figure 3.5 (diamonds) also shows a similu plot for the v q i n g  

luminance condition. The correlations remain consistentty high at around r = 0.95 with ri 

sharp drop at the lowest (O. 1 Td) illuminance level (r = 0.53). The shapes of these plots are 

in good agreement with the changes in the distributions of R'S of Figure 3.7, that is. for 

vcirying luminances. the s h q  change cit luminance 4 (Figure 3.5, L1 or 0.56 Td); and for the 

distance case. more p d u a l  changes over the hve distances (Figure 3.8. squares). If we take 

a cutoff r = 0.90 to mark highly significant correlations, these results delimit the ran,oe over 

which innate judgemrnts of overall texture dissirnilarity are effecrively constant: for distance. 

1-8 m; for luminance, 100- 1 Td. 
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A Ratings -- Cornparisons Between 
Impoverished and Optimal Conditions 

Decreasing Illuminance1 
lncreasing Distance 

Figure 3.8: a) Distance The squares denote Pearson correlations between A ratings at the 
closest distance (0.9 rn) with comparable ratings made at the further distances (8.2 to 30.2 
m or D2 to D5, respectively). High correlations would mean that the relative values of the 
judged differences are well preserved. This is the case at D2 (8.2 m: r = 0.9 1, ? = 0.8 11, 
with rapid decrease in r values for funher distances. b) Luminance The diamonds denote 
correlations between A ratings nt the brightest illuminance (99.3 Td) with comparable ratings 
made at dimmer illuminances (17.7 to 0.10 Td or L2 to L5. respectively). The correlations 
remain consistently high at around r = 0.95 with a sharp drop at the lowest (L5 or 0.1 Td) 
illuminance level (r = 0.83). 
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3.6 Identification Task 

To compare the A and dissimilarity ntings to a more objective and natural mesure  

of observers ' perceptions. m ancillary experiment was performed w hic h tested their ability 

to identify texture sarnples. From varying distances (as in Results 3.5). observers viewed 

panels of 20 texture samples and provided their best guesses at identifying the distant 

samples. referring to a panel of thumbnail samples of the textures to avoid any confusion ovrr 

names. Al1 other aspects of the viewing conditions were comparable to the othrr experiments 

of the study; with 10 observers, pooled data consisted of 2000 identifications for each of the 

five distances. 

Table 3.4 illustrates an example of the raw data in the form of a "stirnulus/response" 

matrix (viewing distance 8.2 m: others in Appendix 2). The labels identify the Brodatz 

textures. rows the stimuli and colurnns the observers' pooled identifications. When riIl stimuli 

are equally likely. as here, it is convenient to reduce such confusion matrices to the 

information received in bits. Figure 3.9 shows the information received at each distance. 

calculatsd in the standard manner (Garner & Hake, 1951), and averaged in two different 

ways. As expected, performance is nearly pertect at 0.9 m (ideally 4.3 bits for 20 equally 

likely textures), and declines at longer distances. Performance at the longer distances is 

higher if one averages eac h individual's received information. ratber than first pooling the 

responses across observers. This is because individuals differ in their patterns of rrror. and 

so poolin,a increases the number of categories (cells) in which there are errors. 
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Sample Stimulus-Response Matrix for the 
O bservers' Pooled Responses 

Response (Distance 2, 8.2 m) 

Table 3.4: Rows represent the texture shown and columns the identification. Correct 
responses lie on the diagonal. The row and colurnn labels are the Brodatz numbers of the 
textures. The boxes mark an example of rnirror-position cells. the sum totais of which are 
a rneasure of confusion of one texture for another (in this case, D37 sentID68 received and 
D68 sent/D37 received). The stimulus-response for the other distances c m  be found in 
Appendix 2. 
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Information Transmitted Over 
Each of the Five Distances 

+ pooled 
a i6 unpooled 

0.9 8.2 15.5 22.9 30.2 
Distance (m) 

Figure 3.9: As expected, there is a general decrease in the information received with 
increasing distance. Notice that as the distance increases. the discrepancies between the 
poolrd and unpooled data information measures increase. This means that even though 
individuai subjects are receiving similar amounts of information (unpooled data), the 
distributions of responses are different. This information about the differences between 
subjects is lost when the data is pooled; the scatter for an individual subject's matrix is less 
then that for the pooled matrix. 
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Accurate identifications lie on the diagonal and mors  off it. If there is a single 

prrceptual space that is accessed by both identification and comparison tasks, a reasonable 

question might br whether the error rate in a pair of mirror-position cells (e.g., the cells "D37 

sent/D68 received" and "D68 sent/D37 received" is correIated with the "overail" 

dissirnilarity judgement A for the same texture pair rating in varying distance condition 

(Results 3.5). Figure 3.10 shows scatter plots pooiing ail pairs of cefis and ail observes at 

the four further distances, against A. The general inverse relation mems that the more 

dissimilar ri two textures are rated. the less likely they wilI be confused in the identification 

task. This provides assurance that the present subjective ratings are related to natural 

objective merisures of visual performance, such as identifications. 

A MDS analysis was prrformed using transformed paired-error rates as the dissirnilxity input 

to the MDS algorithm. The transformation into dissirnilarities rested on the assumption that 

the confusion between a pair of textures would be inversely proportional to the dissimilarity 

between them. For each distance. the dissimilarity matrix was derived as t'oIlows: the 

stimulus/response matrix (M) was added to its own transpose, resulting in a symmetric 

matrix. say. A. The dissimilxity matrix (D) was then calculated by subtracting A from a 

matrix composed solely of elements whose values equal that of the highest element of -4 tk, 

a scdar). So, in algebraic notation. D=~U-A where uT is matrix with " 1 "s as elements and 

h=M+MT. It should be noted that this transformation was an ad hoc method of attaining the 

inverse relation between confusion and dissirnilarity: for an alternate rnethod. see Getty et al. 

(1979). Figure 3. I l  shows that al1 solutions at each distance achieve Stresses 
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Identification-Dissimilarity Relationship 
for the Four Longer Distances 

Distance 2 (8.2 m) Distance 3 (1 5.5 m) 

Dlaslmllarlty Rallng 
- -  - - -  - -  - I L * . -  - -  . 

Distance 5 (30.2 m) Distance 4 (22.9 rn) 

Figure 3.10: The ordinate shows errors of confusion in the identification task for the 12 
textures that were studied in both the identification and overall dissimilarity (A) tasks. The 
ribscissri is the mean overall dissimilarity A ratings of Results 3.5. 
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below 0.10 by four dimensions. Consistent with the hypothesis that dimensionality should 

decrease with distance, distances 7 to 4 (8.2-22.9 m) maintriin a reasonable order, with 

distance 4 consistently maintaining lower Stress values. The fifth distance misbehaves 

somrwhat ;iccordin_o to this reasoning. which rnay be due to difficulties inherenr in any task 

ar this distance--the regression rnodels for the A and K' dissimilarity ratings nt same distance 

also suffered lesser R-'S than those for the four closer viewing distances. 
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Stresses for MDS Configurations 
Derived from Identifications 

+ Distance 2 

+ Distance 3 

Distance 4 

- Distance 5 
A - - - - . . - - 

1 2 3 4 5 

Dimensions 

Figure 3.11: AI1 the distances achieve Stresses below 0.10 by four dimensions. Distances 3 
to 4 maintain a reasonable order. with distance 4 consistently maintaining the lowest Stress 
until the 4-D solutions. This is consistent with the hyporhesis that dimensiondity should 
decrease with distance. However. distance 5 misbehaves riccording to this reasoning. 



Chapter 4 

Discussion 

4.1 Dimensionality 

4.1.1 High Dimensional@ of EarZy Neural Representations 

"Bottom-up" information processing models assume a hierarchical structure for the 

processing of sensory information, the outputs of each level serving as inputs for the next. 

if strict serial processing is assumed, the dimensiondity of such a system is constrained by 

that of the most limiting stage preceding the final output. In the study of colour vision, 

discovery of the three kinds of cone photopigments (Brown & Wald. 1963) confirmed that 

the dimensiondity w u  contïned to a maximum of three. a number susgested by early 

experiments which found that a three channel mode1 could account for the observzd colour- 

rnatching bçhaviour (Maxwell. 1855). In the texture case, if we consider both the large 

numbsr of types of receptive field at each point in the prirnary visual cortex (e-g.. Sakitt & 

Barlow. 1951: Daugman. 1957; De Valois, Albrecht & ThoreIl. 1982; Field. 1987; Fleet & 

Jepson. 1989). and the fact that these must be replicated to represent a patch of texture. we 

are not limited (by this measure) to as low a dimensionality as 3. It is possible that at the 
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behavioral level. the high dimensionality of early neural representations is preserved. 

4-12 Beha vioral Studies of Lo w-le vel Representations 

Harvery & Gcrvais (1975. 198 1)  have dernonstrated that similarity jud, ~ernents cm 

indeed be based on relatively Low-level representations of textures (see Table 4.1 for surnmary 

of studies of comparative judgements of textures). Information conceming the spatial 

frequency components of their textures. or the activities of spatial frequency channels. largely 

accounted for the rcsults of their grouping and cornparison tasks. Similar studies have shown 

that texture judsements could be based on relative phase (Kahana & Bennett. 1994) and 

orientation (Richards. 1979) information. It is therefore clear that behavioral responses c m  

rely on low-level representations. if only for vsry simply textured patterns. Howsver. due to 

attentional limitations Ir.g.. Broridbent, 1958; Attneave. 1974; Tsotsos. 1990). basing our 

j udgemsnts of much more cornplex textures solel y on lower-level representations may be 

irnpracticable. 

4.1.3 Studies of Higher-order Attnbutes 

If textural information processing involves only linear transformations. the 

characterization of responses at an early level would preclude the uniquenrss of response 

functions at any other level (Richards, 1979). In other words. the response functions at this 

earlier level would suffice as a basis set for the processing of al1 kinds of textures. However, 
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basing d l  judgements of textures on such representations rnight be computationally unwieldy. 

The cornplex. natural textures such as those used in this study wouId require the full 

complement of receptive field types at this level; the small subset of receptive fields types 

thüt would suffice when viewing simple textures such as one-dimensional compound gratings, 

would not be adequate in this instance. Getty er al. (1979) note that information-processing 

models propose that a selective reduction in information is desired for the extraction of 

perceptually more irnponant attnbutes. Wi thout speculating about what determines the 

importance of attributes. a number of studies have shown that a handful of higher-order 

attributes, such as "coarseness" and "contrast". are, in fact. useful in explainint the perceived 

similarities of natural textures (Tamura et al.. 1978; Amadasun & King, 1989; Rao & Lohse. 

1996; see Table 4.1). In addition to its lower dirnensionality, the implied representation is 

characterized by attributes that are not simple iinear sums of lower-level channei activities 

(e.g.:  Tamura et d.. 1978; Amadsun & King. 1989; Rao. 1990). This means that new and 

partially independent sensory dimensions are produced (Richards. 1979). To surnmarize. 

studies that have examined judgements of natural textures have posited that it srnall number 

higher-order attributes underlie the processing of texture vision. These attributes are not 

relatsd to lower-level Fourier representations in a simple linear fiishion. 

Our own study has confirmed that a low-dimensional representation can explain the 

judgements of dissimilarity of texture pairs. The MDS analyses suggest that 3 or 4 

dimensions can account for the A ratings. Regression and cross-validation analyses also 

suggrst that 1 to 5 of the 6 studied higher-order (not necessarily orthogonal) attributes were 
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good predictors of overall dissimilarity (A). These findings are consistent across al1 five sets 

of textures. 

The studies by Tamura et al. ( 1976) md Amadasun & King ( 1989) made no explicit 

claims about the dimensionality of texture space. Tamura et al. (1976) note the perceptual 

importance of their computationally defined b'coarseness" and "directionality" but these gave 

poor predictions of texture similarity. Amadasun & King (1989) had reasonable success in 

the prediction of sirnilarity rankings and classifications using their cornputationaily defined 

features. But their study would only permit a maximal claim for a dirnensionality of three 

since three of their five attributes (coarseness. texture strength, busyness) were highly 

corrrlated. Rao & Lohse (1993. 1996) presented texture samples taken from the same set 

(Brodatz. 1966) and asked observers to perform rating and grouping tasks. While noting that 

relevant dimensions rnay have been neglected in their mode1 due to limited texture sample 

sizc. they concluded that for their 56 texture sample set. judgrments could be bÿsrd on a 

three dimensionai MDS representation. 

4.1.4 At least four dimensions 

Our fmdings suggest that the dimensionality is nt lenst four. There is only marsinal 

improvement in Stress when proceeding from three to four dimensional solutions in Our hiDS 

analyses (Figure 3.1). But various results suggest a dimensionality greater than three. First. 

thrrr is great improvement in the fits of the 1-D attribute scales to the MDS-A space when 
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proceeding from 3 to 4 dimensional solutions (Table 3.1) with al1 six attribute scales attaining 

R-' values above 0.63. Stress cannot. by itself, distinguish a lower dirnensionality with noisy 

data, from a h i ~ h e r  dirnensionality with Little noise in the data; MDS overestimates 

dimensionality ,oiven noisy data. In our case, it seems that an increase in dirnensionality frorn 

3 to 4 uncovers regularities previously obscured in the three dimensional configur&on. If 

one takes into account the correlations between the attributes (Table 3.3). it is possible that 

four of the six attributes, Say, Conrseness. Regdarie. Contrast and Lighmrss, could serve 

as candidate approximations to orthogonal ;Lues in the 4-D MDS-A space. 

Funhrr evidence for a dimensionality greater than three is provided by Our exhaustive 

search for regression equations that employ the six d attribute ratings as candidate predictors 

of A ratings. Figure 3.1 shows steady improvements in R ' s  until 5 attribute modrls, with the 

"frdlc" mode1 beinz the best with an R' of 0.73. These regression equations. however. are 

fitted to the whole body A and X' data. It is difficult to predict the exact performance of the 

models on new data. especially since some of the atiributes are correlated (r -g .  see Table 3, 

Directionnli~ and Rrgrhr in)  producing unstable regression coefficients. The cross 

validation analyses provide a measure of the actual performance of the regression models and 

show that increrising the number of predictors up to 4 attributes results in continued decrease 

in the prediction error of the models (Figure 3.3). It is, of course, possible that funher 

decreases in prediction error would obtain with the addition of other viable attributes not 

examined in this study. 
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4.1.5 Lu w dinrensionality: Real or Artefact? 

There are a number of reasons to suspect that the observed low dimensionality of 

texture judgements merely provides a lower bound. First, the experimental set of textures 

may be too small to stress other dimensions. Second. the coarse nature of the jud, oements 

(Le. our ratings and the grouping tasks of Rao & Lohse. 1996) may reduce the observed 

dirnensionality by excluding a number of otherwise useful perceptuai axes. Even with a 

greatly refined resolution. it is unlikely that. with a low-dimensional representation. coordinate 

values for, say. Conrseness. R e y d a r i ~ .  and Conrrnst axes would be able to recover the 

appeuance of a texture in the manner that. say, hue. saturation and brightnrss values would 

for colour perception. It may be. then, that texture perception in tom is of high 

aernents dimensionali ty but that a muc h lower-dimensional subspace suffices for practical jud, 

of a smdl  subset of possible textures. 

X compnrison of the MDS studirs helps in elucidating the issue of dimensioniility. 

The Rao & Lohse (1993, 1996) studies employed single sets of 30 and 56 textures 

respectively. Our study used 60 textures in total, consisting of 5 separate sets of 12 textures. 

The results of Our LVDS analyses (Figure 3.1) were averages of solutions for each of the sets 

of twelve separately. Although Rao & Lohse (1996) conjectured that they may have 

overlooked dimensions due to limitations of texture set size, no such increase is observed 

when comparing our MDS dimensionality of 3 or 4 to their dimensionality of three, with 

increases of sarnple size from 12 (our study) to 30 or 56 (Rao & Lohse, 1993, 1996) textures. 
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Of course. the exact relationship between texture set size and dirnensionality is unknown. 

But we suspect thar the dimensionality for judgements of natural textures is low (orcier 10). 

Harvey & Gervais (1978) note that in addition to their own three dimensional MDS solutions, 

a number of generd perceptual studies (e-g. Aiken & Brown, 1969) demonstrate 

dimensionalities of three. They sugpst that this commonly found dimensionali ty is consistent 

with Attneave's proposal that dl intellectual judgements are performed in a "working space" 

that is spanned by three dimensions (Attneave. 1974). We agree in principle with Attneave's 

sugzestion that there is a low limit to the dimensiondity of perceptual judgements but do not 

feei that the nurnber 3 should be dogrnatic. The number of dimensions might be increÿsed 

by extensive practice or for expert observers but we suspect that the total would still be low. 

In keeping with Xttnerive's suggestion that a "working space" might be common to 

al1 kinds of intellectud judgements, we predict that judgements on any texture set would yield 

low-dimensional representations, whether the set includes simple textures. complcx ones or 

combinations thereof. For judgements on any particular set of textures, nonrelevant 

attributes/dimensions may lie "donuit".  but are presumabiy available for new tasks or sets 

of textures, reg. a discrimination task with a set of "wood grain" textures. In fact. the studies 

listed in Table 4.1 may demonstrare that this is the crise: dimensionalities remain low while 

the specific attributes that define the axes are highly contingent on the types of stimuli that 

are used. As a thought experirnent. one could envision experiments where dissimilarity 

judgements are made on a set of one-dimensional compound grating textures (e.g.  Harvery 



& Grrvais, 198 1). The mrmbers of the set are then progressively replaced by Brodatz (1996) 

textures. One would expect that the MDS representations rnight initially be de finable by the 

activities of low-level spatial channels. But the higher-order attributes would gain importance 

as the more complex stimuli replaced the simpIer ones. 

Therefore. the dimensionality of cveyday texture judgements rnay be low, though not 

as low as 3. If the variation in the Brodatz textures resembles that found in textures normally 

encountered in our environments. it may be that in ecological conditions, the "working" 

dirnensiondity of our judgements is low. Moreover. it is not so much the case that the visuai 

system is incapable of distinguishing textures through use of a large number attributes. but 

rather that rvtiich specific attribu~es gain salience depends heavily on the nature of the texture 

set. Even with a particular set of textures. observers may have to adjust in order to optimize 

their performance on different tasks. Grtty et al, (1979) describe the results of an 

identification task which are consistent with such a hypothesis. Observers were asked to 

identify different subsets of a stimulus set. They seemed to tune the weightings of the 

dimensions in order to conforrn to the attributes of the particular subset and thereby mmimize 

the probability of correct identifications. 
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4.2 Attributes 

We have s h o w  thüt d l  six a4 attributes are suitable predictors of the overall 

dissimilarity ntings (A), rither directly, as in the linear regressions using the d attnbutes as 

predictors (Results 3.3. l), or as 1-D MDS scales which were iegressed over the 3- and 4-D 

MDS-A spaces (Results 3.2.2). As regression equation predicton, five &' attributes account 

for about 0.70 of the variance in the A ratings; other equations with a different set of five 

attributes as predictors were also comparable (Figure 3.2. c g .  "fdrle"). The cross-validation 

analyses funher demonstrated the utility of the four- or five-attribute regression models which 

show good predictive power, with mors  of around 1 rating unit, when predicting A rritinss 

for eithsr new texture sets or new observers. 

4 portion of the unaccounted variance may be due to the coarseness of the A' attribute 

judgemrnts. It was thought that the A' ratings were a less natural task than the judgements 

of overall dissimilarity (A) and that a kss refined scale might elicit more robust results. This 

was, of course, at the risk of forcing a resoiution too cmde EO capture al1 the potential 

predictive power of the &' ratings. Another expenment using finer gradations might be 

h i t f u l .  In the event, the regressions still showed quite reasonable fits. If observers would 

find some advantage in a finer rating scale. the predictability of A ratings could only be 

improved. 

Cocirsrness and Regitlnrin figured as the two most important predictors. but the 



remaining four were also significant (Figure 3.1). Coarseness has long been touted as the 

most important textural feature and its primacy in our observers' judgements is not surprising. 

Ail perceptual studies of the Brodatz ( 1966) textures have noted its import (Table 1. I). The 

importance of Regrilaris. as an attribute may reflect an implementation by the visual system 

of a taxonomy commonly cited in the computer vision literature, narnely, the differentiation 

of statistical rvs. structural analysis of texture (Haralick, 1979). Rrgrdarizy may be a summary 

measure of the relative weightings of these tùnctionally distinct approaches. 

The importance of Directionni& is probably comparable to that of Regrrlari~. In 

Figure 3.2. "frdlc" and "fdrle" are the first and second best regression models; Directionnli~ 

and Rrgrtlnric switch in their order of importance between the two rnodels (the abbreviations 

are placed in order of importance). Also. in Table 3.1. both the Directiondih and Regiilizrity 

1-D MDS scales have identically hizh significances when regressed over A-MDS spaces (R-' 

= 0.90 for 4-D A-LMDS spaces). The relevance of both Regrtlarin and Directiurtcrlip have 

been noted previously. Rao & Lohse ( 1996) had "repetitiveness" as an important dimension. 

which was highly correlated with "reguliuity". "Directionality" was one of the strongest cues 

for sirnilririty judgements in the study by Tamura et al. (1976). 

The utility of Lighess  was examined since. although some argue that Liglztness is 

not a textural attribute per se, it h a  a physical correlate in rnean surface reflectance and is 

likely needed in cornparisons of monochrome texture pairs under ecological conditions. In 

the event. Liglztness achieved significancr as a predictor in the A - A ~  regression equations and 
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as a candidate a i s  (R' = 0.66) in the 4-D A-MDS space. None of the previous perceptual 

studies have explored Liglzmess, even as a "confounding" factor. Since none of the natural- 

texture studies of Table 4.1 controlled for Lighmrss. neither by stimulus manipulation nor by 

instruction to the observers. it would seern reasonable in exploring Lightnrss. if only in 

attempts to account for some of the variance left unexplained by their models. Even if 

Lighmrss were examined, however. detemining its relevance would have been dit'frcult since 

the previous studies requested judgements according to their candidate attributes before 

judgements of overall sirnilarity. which may have biased the latter task (Amadasun & King, 

1989: Rao & Lohse. 1996; Tarnura et al. ( 1976) aIso performed the experirnents in this order 

but it is not cletir whether they used the same observers for both tasks). 

Contr~ist and Edginess were two of the least significant atuibutes. It is not surprising 

that thcy are cornparably poor since they are significantly correiated ( r  = 0.64). an association 

noted by Trimura et al. ( 1976). Merisures of contrast. by themselves. were never the most 

important predictors of similarity in previous perceptual studies. The relevance of Edginess 

may have been obscured due to poor intenubject consistency in the Edginess A' ratings. 

There were no n priori grounds for assuming that the cardinal axes of a texture space 

would lend themselves to Iabelling; the english lang~iage rnay lack the proper adjectives to 

name orthogonal directions in the space. Since al1 six of Our 1-D iMDS attribue scales 

gained significancc as axes in the 4-D MDS-A space. it was apparent that these could not al1 

be orthogonal. Four of the attributes do attain near-orthogonality (Table 3.3), namely. 
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Coczrsrnrss, Rryri lari~.  Lighmess and Conlrasr may be considered as candidate axes of the 

4-D MDS representation of our A data. It rnüy be that wholly new attributes, or better 

synonyms of the six attributes of this study, could offer improvement. though it seems that 

we are limited in choices of words that are sufficiently general in application. Words that 

rnay suffice for a subsec of textures rnay be too specific for general surveys of textures. The 

optimal coordinate system, then. may require that axes receive a few arbitrary labels. or be 

named by exemplars or by compound names that are combinations of attributes (Rao Sr 

Lohse. 1996). 

Related to the problem of labelling is the possibility that a portion of the unrxplained 

variance may be due to the attributes not being truly unidimensional. Multidirnensionality 

of the attributes has been already implied in various computational definitions of the attributes 

(Tamura et al., 1976; Amadasun & King, 1989). For example, Coarseness might be derived 

from a two-dimensional space since both the size and spacing of repeating elemcnts figure 

into judgements. It may be that a particular frictor that contributes to the attribute, is most 

relevant to similarity judgements, or that a different relation between the contributing factors 

would optimize their relevance. Our MDS scalings of the attributes (Figure 3.5) are based 

on coarse il'ratings but they do raise the possibility that the information supplied in summary 

form in our attributes. might. in different forrn, lead to better prediction of ovsrall 

dissimilarity. Essentially. this is just one way of possibly discovering better axes. 

I t  rnay also be the case that Our results are based on faulty assumptions about the 
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processes thar underlie representations and cornparisons of textures. Both Tamura et al. 

(1976) and Amadasun & King (1989). experienced poor to modente success in predicting 

texture sirnilarities by calculating two rneasures of similarity, namely, the minimum 

Mahalano bis distance and the Euclidian distance. Rao & Lohse ( 1996) ac hieved reasonable 

predictions with their Classification and Rrgression Tree (Brieman er czl . .  1981) analysis and 

discriminant andysis with estimated "true" classification rates of 7 0 6  and 49%, respectively. 

Our resression and MDS analyses were employed in die interest of ease of comprehension 

and implernentation. Dr. R.J. Tibshirani has kindly examined our varying-distance data from 

the viewpoint of general additive models (Hastic & Tibshirani. 1993). This alternative view 

of the A vs. relationships is very similu in detail to ours. with cubic salines offering 

improved Fits in a few instances. The probable reason why these nonlinear fits are not much 

more successfiil than our Iineltr regressions is that the Our mean ratings do not change in fine 

steps. so linear fits are about as good as nonlinear ones. given measurement noise. Other 

possible elaborations of the models include: an exhaustive search for the optimal metric in 

our -MDS analyses; "trajectory rnapping", a technique that traces paths through a feature space 

that is not necessuily metric or homogeneous (Richard & Koenderink, 1993). But. since we 

account for a large portion of the variance in, and have tood predictability Cor, Our A ratings, 

and c m  produce satisfactory MDS representations of the same data accornpanied by good 

candidate axes, it would seern that the process of comparing textures c m  be largely explained 

by simple models. and that any further elaborations would elicit only marginal gains. 
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1.3 Variability of Texture Spnce 

4.3.1 Across Texture Sets and Observers 

The issue of variability across texture sets has already indirectly addressed in the 

previous section. It is difficult to speculate how much of the unaccounted-for variance (or 

prediction error) is due to inhomogeneity of the texture space and not due to inadequacy of 

the model. intersubject variability . etc. But the average prediction error from the across-set 

cross validations ( 1  A rating unit) indicates that there is relative homogenrity ocross texture 

space. 

Anothrr important issue is variability across observers. In colour research, studies 

have shown that colour-normal observers are consistent individually . and achieve consensus 

as a group. in colour naming tasks. even displaying cross-cultural agreement (Boynton & 

Olson. 1987; Uchikriwa & Boynton. 1987). None of the studies of natural textures to date 

(Table 4.1 ). have rxplicitly examined intersubject variability. Rao & Lohse ( 1996). by visual 

inspection. notcd resemblances between their MDS plot and that of their previous study 

( 1993). We have s h o w  that thrre is relatively good agreement across observers. with 

prediction errors of around 1 rating unit using regression models. an average shared variance 

of 0.63 usinp redundancy analysis and an i = 0.61 for direct cornparisons of observers' A 

ratings. It is difficult to assess how much thcse measures reflect intersubject vs. intrasubject 

variability. since we had insufficient data to reliably ascertain the latter. But the general 
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agreement. regardless, was almost a surprise given the seeming subjectivity of the A and A' 

ratings. 

4-32 Task Dependence 

One might question the exclusivity of a texture space that is directly accessed by 

different tlisks: rach task may detine its own space. An alternate expression is that a single 

space is accessrd differently by different tasks. 1s the implied configuration of textures 

resistant to changes in task'? In a sense. this question has been answered operationally in the 

affirmative. The two tasks of this study, the A and &' judgements. have found close 

association, whether through the predictions of new A ratings using regression models trained 

on coupled data (figures 2. 3 and 4). or through orienting the 1-D MDS attribute scdes 

in the 4-D &MDS configurations (Table 3.1). The strength of these associations suggests a 

lowrr bound to the confidence with which we can posit a single space that yields to types of 

texture judgements in this study. 

The identifications of rextures (Results 3.6) lends furthrr rvidence to support the 

notion of a representation common to different tasks. Qualitative support is given by the 

general inverse relation between confusions of pairs of textures and their overall dissirnilarity 

(Figure 3.10). [t is difficult. however. to predict the exact theoretical expectations for Figure 

3.10. Gstty et QI. ( 1979) suggest a relation between confusion and interstimulus distance in 

their study of the prediction of confusion matrices from similarity judgr rnents. The 
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dimensionalities of the MDS configurations based on transformed stimulus-response matrices 

are genrrally low ( 3 - 4 ,  with suggestion that viewing from further distances reduces 

dimensiondity (Figure 3.1 1).  However. even these estimates are elevated. if only for the 

further distances. For the furthest distance, both our regression analyses. which indicare that 

the only sipifkant attribute is Lighrness. and our information calculation ( 1.6-2.4 bits; Figure 

3.9), which is consistent with judgements at a distance being largely based on a few shades 

of Lighmrss (cg. 3-5 shades), indicate a dimensionality of one. It rnay be that a more 

suitable transformation of the stimulus-response matrices would improve the dimensionality 

estirnates. 

43.3 ImpoveBrhed Viewing Conditions 

Since there is reasonable agreement for judzements of natural textures across texture 

sets. observers. and trisks. we crin risk how resistant the implied representation is to chringing 

viewing conditions. We exarnined two types of impoverished viewing conditions. namely. 

varying distance and varying luminance. Extremes of both conditions had the effect of low- 

pass filtering the texture sarnples, borne out in the increased significance of Ligkmess with 

increased distance and decreased illuminance. Direct cornparisons of the A ratings delirnited 

the range over which innate judgements of overall texture dissimilarity showed constancy ( 1-8 

m: 100-1 Td). Judgemental constancy does not have a simple perceptual explanation as 

texture samples look obviously different under the varying conditions; there must be a 

cognitive component. 
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4.1 Sumrnary and Conclusions 

The present study has attempted to characterize regularities in observers' comparisons 

of cornplex. naturd textures. We assumed that the regularities implied a "texture space" 

representation. and asked questions concerning the dimensionality and axes of such a space. 

It seems that ar lrast four dimensions arc required to exphin the judgements. Cornparisons 

of this dirnensionality, to that of other studies suggests that increases in texture set size does 

not necessarily increase dimensiondi ty; the dimensionality may not be much grmtrr than 

four. Al1 of the studied attributes proved usetùl, with Coarseness. Regrt lar~.  Conrrm ruid 

Lighnzrss possibly serving as candidate orthogonal axes for a four-dimensional representation. 

Coczrse~tess. Regultrrih. Conrmst have found prior use in the lirerature. Texture Ligkmess 

hiis not bren examined before and its relevancr to texture comparisons müy explain why Our 

dimensionality estimate is slightly higher thm. that of previous work. Thrre is also suggestion 

that some of the attributes themselves are not strictly unidimensional. We aiso depart from 

previous studies in our task ordering: our observers were asked to make the judgements of 

overall dissimilarity before the nttribute judgements, so that the latter would not bins the 

former. Intersubject variability is anothrr issue which h a  not received explicit treatment to 

date. Our findings show that despite using a sremingly very subjective rating tiük. there is 

oood agreement between observers' texture comparisons. Finally. we rxarnined the - 
judgements of textures under a wide range of viewing conditions and with an identification 

task. The results suggest that there is a representation that is common to different tasks. and 

is insensitive to changes in illumination and viewing distances over certain ranges (1-8 m: 
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100- 1Td). 

4.5 Future Directions 

Topics for further study of the vision of complex textures include many different 

possibiiities. First. there are issues that stem directly from this study. Our models were 

useful but irnperfect. Predictions of new judgements might be improved by additional or 

better attributes, models that make berter use of the attributes. or by use of finer ratins scdes. 

In the interest of ccological validity. we employed pnnts of natural stimuli: obviously. use 

of real materials would be an improvement. We provided evidence for good asreement 

between different observers' judgements. Tt would of interest to examine whether this holds 

universally. as there rnay be variations across culture. profession, habitat, etc. There was also 

a suggestion that there may be a relatively low limit to the number of dimensions that could 

be employed in the judgements of textures. One could test this hypothesis by use of large 

texture sets and different tasks though current indications (Discussion 4-15] are that present 

estimatrs of dimensionality approach an upper limit. The question of limitations to 

dimensionality could extend to sensory perception in general. with exploration of cross-modal 

interactions. Of particular interest wotild be tasks combining visual and tactile aspects of 

texture judgements. There have already been srudies of the dimensions of tactile surface 

texture (Hollins e f  al.. 1993) and atternpts at examining visuai-tactual interactions (Yoshida. 

1965). Finally. Our understanding of the vision of complex textures at the cognitive level. 

mriy help us in formin: hypotheses about possible neurophysiolo~ic correlates, which have 

been investigated for viewings of simple patterns (Optican & Richmond. 1987; Victor & 
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Purpura, 1996). 
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Appendix 1 

%Iultidimensional Scaling 

The best MDS configuration minimizes the following goodness-of-fit mesure. "Stress" (Kmskail 
& Wish, 1978): 

where A,, is the overail dissimilarity between the i" and f h  textures. d ,  is the distance between the 
points in the MDS configuration representing the i" and jh textures. PAu)  is some monotonically 
increasing function of A,. The best nonmetnc .MX solution is one that. assumirtg an optimal 
functionf. configures the texture stimuli so that die ordinal values of the A,, are as closely matched 
to those of the d,, as possible. 

Multiple Linear Regression 

Given k predictor variables. x,' and one dependent variable. y. multiple linear regression determines 
a set of coefficients (B,. i = O to k). that will optimally (in a least-squares sense) weight a linear 
combination of independent variables Lr,. i = 1 to A-) for the best prediction of the dependent 
variable. j. (e.g.  the prediction of il ratings by the 3 ratings in Results 3.7.1): 

Cross Validation 

IL, - 1 
The prediction error is estimated by the followinp formula: r=  I 

n 

where x,, is the ith actual 4 rating of the test set. and y,,, is the ?' 1 predicted using the 'I~ ratings 
of the test set and the regression mode1 trained on the A and d ratings of the training set. 

Redundancy Analysis 

Redundancy analysis provides a measure of the shared variance between two sets of variables. The 
development is somewhat invoived. and the reader is referred to Stewart & Love f 1968) for details. 



Appendix 2 

Response (Distance 1,O.g m) 

Table A?. 1 : Stimulus-Response lvIatrices for Identification Task. This appendix includes the 
remaining (distance i ,  3, 4. 5) stimulus response matrices for the identification task (Results 
3.6). The matrix for distance 2 can be found in Table 3.4 (page 50). 



Response (Distance 3,15.5 m) 



Response (Distance 4,22.9 m) 



Response (Distance 5,30.2 rn) 
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